Convert 3-Pitching Instructions

In order to familiarize yourself with your new tent, we recommend you “test pitch” before embarking on your wilderness adventure. For more helpful tips, go to www.sierradesigns.com/tents.html

Package Includes: Tent Body, 3 Poles, 8 Guy Cords, 8 Tent Stakes, 1 Pole Sack & 1 Stake Sack.

Step 1: Lay out tent and poles. Shortest silver pole with black section is rear hoop. Insert black section first into the capped pole sleeve. Gray pole with black end is front hoop, insert black section first into front capped pole sleeve.

Step 2: Making sure that the side hoop poles are fully inserted in the capped pole sleeves arch the pole and insert pole tip to grommet. Put long gray ridge pole inside front door, for now.

Step 3: Inside tent, put end of ridge pole into rear pole pocket. Flex ridge pole and put front end of pole into front pole tab. Center pole on ridge line and secure using velcro pole wraps.

Step 4: Completely stake out the tent; front, back and all four corners. Guy out as needed.